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Mission Bay Conference Center
University of California, San Francisco
February 7th – 8th, 2008
Name and Degree(s) Sonya Grant Arreola, PhD, MPH

Institution HIV Research Section, San Francisco Department of Public Health

Current Job Title Scientific Director, Legacy Project

General Research Area Modeling individual, contextual and psychosocial predictors of HIV-risk among Latino Gay Men


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next

Does dissociation mediate the link between childhood sexual abuse and HIV-risk?

Contact Information

Address Line 1 HIV Research Section, SFDPH
Address Line 2 25 Van Ness, Suite 710
City San Francisco State CA Zip code 94102
Phone 415.554.9024
Fax 415.431.7029
Email Sonya.Arreola@SFDPH.org
Name and Degree(s) Kimberly Jacob Arriola, PhD, MPH

Institution Rollins School of Public Health of Emory University

Current Job Title Associate Professor

General Research Area Health promotion among racial/ethnic minorities


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
What are the HIV risk and protective behaviors of women who are recently released from prison?

Contact Information

Address Line 1 RSPH of Emory University
Address Line 2 1518 Clifton Road, NE; Room 510
City Atlanta  State GA  Zip code 30322
Phone 404-727-2600
Fax 404-727-1369
Email kjacoba@sph.emory.edu
Name and Degree(s) George Ayala, PsyD

Institution Research Triangle Institute

Current Job Title Research Public Health Analyst

General Research Area Social Discrimination and HIV; Practice/Research Interface


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
1) Multi-level analysis of racism and its effect on health in gay communities; and 2) evaluation of a community-based participatory research consortium involving MSM of color and ASO in the US

Contact Information
Address Line 1 114 Sansome Street, Suite 500
Address Line 2
City San Francisco State CA Zip code 94104-3812
Phone 415-848-1312
Fax 415-848-1330
Email gayala@rti.org
Name and Degree(s) Lisa Bowleg, PhD
Institution Drexel University, School of Public Health
Current Job Title Associate Professor
General Research Area African American men's heterosexual risk behaviors
Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
Building on the findings of my current R01 focused on the impact of social structural factors, gender role norms and HIV risk among Black men who have sex with women (MSW), I’d like to develop and test an intervention for this population.

Contact Information
Address Line 1 Department of Community Health and Prevention, School of Public Health, Drexel University
Address Line 2 1505 Race Street, Mailstop 1032
City Philadelphia  State PA  Zip code 19102
Phone 215-762-1652
Fax 215-762-4088
Email lisa.bowleg@drexel.edu
PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

Name and Degree(s) Emma Brown, Ph.D., APRN-BC, FAAN

Institution University of Kentucky, College of Nursing

Current Job Title Associate Professor

General Research Area STI/HIV and Substance Abuse Prevention

Most Recent or Favorite Publication

Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
1. What characterize effective HIV prevention interventions for rural African American women?
2. What characterize effective HIV prevention interventions for rural African American men?
3. Are lengthy HIV-related psychometric measures valid and reliable when used with rural minority populations?

Contact Information

Address Line 1 University of Kentucky College of Nursing

Address Line 2 547 College of Nursing Building

City Lexington State KY Zip code 40536

Phone 859-323-6621

Fax

Email ejbrow3@email.uky.edu
Name and Degree(s) John J. Chin, Ph.D.

Institution Hunter College of the City University of New York, Department of Urban Affairs and Planning

Current Job Title Associate Professor

General Research Area Immigrant Communities, HIV, Nonprofit Organizations, Urban Health


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
How can government agencies and social/health service organizations partner with religious institutions to carry out HIV prevention, support, and stigma-reduction programs.

Contact Information
Address Line 1 Hunter College/CUNY, Dept. of Urban Affairs and Planning
Address Line 2 695 Park Avenue, Room W1612A
City New York  State NY  Zip code 10065
Phone 212-772-5603
Fax 212-772-5593
Email john.chin@hunter.cuny.edu
Name and Degree(s): Judith Bacchus Cornelius, PhD, MS, RN

Institution: University of North Carolina at Charlotte

Current Job Title: Assistant Professor
General Research Area: HIV prevention needs of African American women and adolescents

Most Recent or Favorite Publication: Adaptation of an HIV Prevention Curriculum for Older African American Women, Journal of the Association of Nurses in AIDS CARE, Jan/Feb 2008 in press

Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next: What are the lived experiences and HIV prevention needs of African American Transgender Women in North Carolina?

Contact Information

Address Line 1: Home-259 Derosa Drive    Hampton, Virginia 23666
Address Line 2: Home-9032 A University City Blvd Charlotte, NC 28213
Address Line 3: Work- 9021 University City Blvd CHHS 412B Charlotte, NC 28213

Phone-Virginia 757-827-0293
North Carolina Home-704-547-5063
North Carolina Office-704-687-7978

Fax-704-687-6017
Email-jbcornel@uncc.edu
cornajas@aol.com
UCSF Collaborative HIV Prevention Research in Minority Communities Program

PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

Name and Degree(s) Stacey Daughters, PhD
Institution University of Maryland
Current Job Title Research Assistant Professor
General Research Area Clinical Psychology; Addiction


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
Examining distress tolerance as a predictor of the development and persistence of substance use and associated HIV risk behavior among low-income minority adolescents

Contact Information
Address Line 1 Department of Psychology
Address Line 2 University of Maryland
City College Park State MD Zip code 20742
Phone 301.405.5760
Fax 301.405.3223
Email sdaughters@psyc.umd.edu
PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

Name and Degree(s) Nelson Varas Díaz, PhD
Institution University of Puerto Rico
Current Job Title Associate Professor
General Research Area AIDS Stigma


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
Intervention development to reduce internalized AIDS stigma among PLWHA in Puerto Rico

Contact Information
Address Line 1 University of Puerto Rico, Graduate School of Social Work
Address Line 2 PO Box 23345
City San Juan  State PR  Zip code 00931-3345
Phone 787-764-0000 ext. 7091
Fax 787-764-0000 ext. 5974
Email nvaras@uprrp.edu
Name and Degree(s) Sonja Feist-Price, Ph.D., Rh.D.

Institution University of Kentucky

Current Job Title Professor & Administrator

General Research Area Developing Culturally Relevant Mental Health Treatment Strategies for Black Men who experienced Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse

Most Recent or Favorite Publication

Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
How does childhood sexual abuse impact sexual risk-taking behavior among Black men? Also, to what extent does a culturally relevant treatment program on childhood sexual abuse impact sexual risk-taking behavior among Black men?

Contact Information
Address Line 1 229 Taylor Ed. Building
Address Line 2 University of KY
City Lexington  State KY  Zip code 40506-0001
Phone 859-257-4270
Fax 859-257-3835-
Email smfeis@uky.edu
PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

Name and Degree(s) Sheldon D. Fields, PhD, RN, APRN, BC, FNP, AACRN, FNAP, FAANP

Institution University of Rochester - School of Nursing

Current Job Title: Associate Professor of Nursing

General Research Area: HIV/AIDS Prevention in people of color communities (Young MSM of color specifically)

Most Recent or Favorite Publication
Fields, S.D., Malebranch, D., & Feist-Price, S. (In Press). Childhood Sexual Abuse in Black Men who have Sex with Men: Results from three Qualitative Studies
Cultural Diversity & Ethnic Minority Psychology.


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
What is the applicability and impact of an updated group level HIV/STD prevention intervention known as Young Men Young Voices (A multi site RCT study)?

What is the connection between a history of childhood sexual abuse in MSM of color and adult HIV sexual risk?

Contact Information

Address Line 1: 601 Elmwood Ave, PO Box SON, Rochester New York 14642 (Work)
Address Line 2: 19 Halstead Rise (Home)
City Fairport State New York Zip code 14450
Phone 585-275-9943 (office); 585-315-8725 (Cell)
Fax 585-273-1270
Email Sheldon_Fields@URMC.Rochester.edu
Name and Degree(s) Larry Gant, LMSW, Ph.D.

Institution University of Michigan, School of Social Work

Current Job Title Professor, School of Social Work

General Research Area  (1) disseminating knowledge about HIV/AIDS to social workers, allied health and helping professionals, (2) HIV behavioral intervention research, (3) social factors in HIV behavioral interventions, and (4) social factors in community-based research.


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
I wish to assess the pathways that may link ecologic stressors to the risk of HIV/AIDS by studying the interrelationships among ecologic stressors, drug and sex risk behavior, and immune and inflammatory function.

Contact Information

Address Line 1 University of Michigan, School of Social Work
Address Line 2 1080 S. University
City Ann Arbor  State Michigan  Zip code 48109
Phone 734-763-5990
Fax 734-763-3372
Email Lmgant@umich.edu
PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

Name and Degree(s) Vincent Guilamo-Ramos, Ph.D.

Institution Columbia University

Current Job Title Associate Professor

General Research Area Adolescent Sexual Risk Reduction/ Family-Based HIV Prevention


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
I would like to assess the potential independent effects of fathers on the sexual decision-making of Latino youths relative to the effect of mothers

Contact Information

Address Line 1 Columbia University- CUSSW
1255 Amsterdam Avenue

Address Line 2

City NYC State NY Zip code 10025

Phone 212-851-1659

Fax

Email rg650@columbia.edu
PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

Name and Degree(s) David Malebranche, MD, MPH

Institution Emory University

Current Job Title Assistant Professor

General Research Area Social context of HIV among Black MSM and Black men

Most Recent or Favorite Publication Masculine socialization and HIV sexual risk behaviors among Black MSM

Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
Mental Health among Black men in Georgia and its impact on HIV testing practices and condom use

Contact Information

Address Line 1 49 Jesse Hill Jr. Drive

Address Line 2 Suite 413

City Atlanta  State Georgia  Zip code 30303

Phone (404) 778-1630

Fax (404) 778-1602

Email dmalebr@emory.edu
Name and Degree(s) Wende Marshall, PhD, MA

Institution University of Virginia

Current Job Title Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Public Health Sciences

General Research Area Medical Anthropology; Health Disparities; Race, Science and Medicine


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
Community based participatory action research on food and health in a low income Charlottesville community.

Contact Information

Address Line 1 715A Highland Ave

Address Line 2

City Charlottesville  State VA  Zip code 22903

Phone 434-825-3061

Fax

Email wende@virginia.edu
Name and Degree(s) Robert Miller, Ph.D., M.Phil, MSW, BS
Institution University at Albany, School of Social Welfare
Current Job Title Associate Professor
General Research Area Spirituality a framework for HIV prevention
Most Recent or Favorite Publication Legacy denied: African American gay men, the church and AIDS. Social Work. 52(1), 51-61
Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
How spiritual agency can be utilized as an HIV prevention framework

Contact Information
Address Line 1 135 Western Avenue
Address Line 2 Richardson Hall, Rm 214
City Albany  State NY  Zip code 12222
Phone 518 442 5374
Fax 518 442 5380
Email rmiller@albany.edu
Name and Degree(s) Blanca Ortiz-Torres, Ph.D., J.D.

Institution University of Puerto Rico

Current Job Title Professor

General Research Area Normative beliefs and Social Norms regarding gender and sexuality among heterosexual women and men

Most Recent or Favorite Publication

Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next

Evaluate an intervention following the Community Popular Opinion Leaders Model incorporating messages regarding gender norms in addition to preventive messages about sexual practices

Contact Information

Address Line 1 Polaris 774
Address Line 2 Urb. Dos Pinos
City San Juan  State Puerto Rico  Zip code 00923
Phone 787-602-5738
Fax 787-764-2615
Email blortiz@uprpr.edu
Name and Degree(s) Mark Padilla, Ph.D., MPH

Institution University of Michigan

Current Job Title Assistant Professor

General Research Area Medical Anthropology


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
*How do changes in gender and migration influence marital HIV risk in the Dominican Republic?*

Contact Information

Address Line 1 109 S. Observatory Street
Address Line 2 Room 3830
City Ann Arbor State MI Zip code 48109
Phone 734-763-0051
Fax 734-763-7379
Email padillam@umich.edu
Name and Degree(s) Jesus Ramirez-Valles, PhD, MPH

Institution University of Illinois-Chicago

Current Job Title Associate Professor

General Research Area Public Health, Race, Gender, LGBT, Latinos

Most Recent or Favorite Publication HIV Infection, Sexual Risk, and Substance Use among Latino Gay and Bisexual Men and Transgender Persons. AJPH in press

Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next

How is the quality of life of the aging LGBT population affected by race, social class, stigmatization, and social integration?

Contact Information

Address Line 1 Community Health Sciences m/c 923, School of Public Health

Address Line 2 1603 W. Taylor St.

City Chicago State IL Zip code 60612-4394

Phone 312-996-6346

Fax 312-996-3551

Email valles@uic.edu
Name and Degree(s) Rocio Rivadeneyra, PhD
Institution Illinois State University
Current Job Title Assistant Professor
General Research Area Media influences on the sexual and gender socialization of Latino youth


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
How are television viewing behaviors related to the sexual attitudes and behaviors of young Latinos?

Contact Information
Address Line 1 Illinois State University
Address Line 2 Campus Box 4620
City Normal State IL Zip code 61790
Phone 309-438-7005
Fax 309-438-5789
Email rrivade@ilstu.edu
Name and Degree(s) Lynn Roberts, PhD
Institution Hunter College of the City University of New York
Current Job Title Assistant Professor
General Research Area youth dating violence, internalized oppression and HIV


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
I am most interested in exploring further the intersectionality of race, class and gender in adolescent dating relationships, but also (from a prevention standpoint) in how critical consciousness can serve as a protective factor against internalized oppression and associated health risks.

Contact Information
Address Line 1 Urban Public Health Program
Address Line 2 425 East 25th Street, Box 766
City New York State NY Zip code 10010
Phone 212-481-5110
Fax 212-481-5260
Email lroberts@hunter.cuny.edu
PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

Name and Degree(s) Laura Romo, PhD
Institution University of California, Santa Barbara
Current Job Title Associate Professor
General Research Area Adolescent development; parent-adolescent relationships

Most Recent or Favorite Publication

Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
Longitudinal family involvement in intervention programs as a determinant of health behavior

Contact Information
Address Line 1 Gevirtz Graduate School of Education
Address Line 2 University of California, Santa Barbara
City Santa Barbara State CA Zip code 93106-9490
Phone 805 893-3081
Fax 805 893-7264
Email lromo@education.ucsb.edu
Name and Degree(s) Dexter R. Voisin, Ph.D, MSW

Institution University of Chicago

Current Job Title Associate Professor

General Research Area Adolescent HIV Prevention and Intervention

Most Recent or Favorite Publication Voisin et al., (in press). Witnessing community violence and health related outcomes among detained youth. American Journal of Orthopsychiatry

Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next

How does family level variables moderate the sexual risk trajectories of youth exposed to violence exposures?

Contact Information

Address Line 1 University of Chicago, School of Social Service Administration

Address Line 2 969 East 60th Street

City Chicago State IL Zip code 60637

Phone (773) 702-1124

Fax (773) 702-0874

Email d-voisin@uchicago.edu
PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

Name and Degree(s) Scyatta A. Wallace, Ph.D.

Institution SUNY Downstate Medical Center

Current Job Title Assistant Professor

General Research Area Socio-cultural context and HIV prevention among Black youth

Most Recent or Favorite Publication
Most Recent publication

Favorite publication

Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
How does neighborhood context influence sexual risk taking among urban Black youth?

Contact Information

Address Line 1
Department of Preventive Medicine and Community Health

Address Line 2
Box 1240
450 Clarkson Avenue

City Brooklyn State NY Zip code 11203

Phone (718) 270-6391

Fax (718) 270-2440

Email scyatta.wallace@downstate.edu
Name and Degree(s) Celeste Watkins-Hayes, Ph.D. in Sociology

Institution Northwestern University

Current Job Title Assistant Professor of Sociology & African American Studies

General Research Area black women living with HIV/AIDS (also do work on social policy; organizations; and race, class, and gender)


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next continuing work on the social consequences of HIV/AIDS for women

Contact Information

Address Line 1 Northwestern University

Address Line 2 1880 Campus Drive, Kresge Rm 2-320

City Evanston State IL Zip code 60202

Phone 773-519-3612

Fax 847-491-4803

Email c-watkins@northwestern.edu
PARTICIPANT SUMMARY

Name and Degree(s)  Maria Cecilia Zea, Ph.D.
Institution    George Washington University
Current Job Title   Professor
General Research Area    Sexual risk among Latino MSM
Most Recent or Favorite Publication


Specific Research Question I Want to Study Next
HIV prevalence, sexual risk, and circumcision acceptability among Colombian MSM

Contact Information
Address Line 1   Department of Psychology
Address Line 2 George Washington University

City Washington  State DC  Zip code 20052
Phone 202 994-6321
Fax  202 994-4619
Email  zea@gwu.edu